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Introduction

• Historical Overview

- KISA (Jul. 2009)
- NIA (former NCA) (Mar. 1994~May 1999)

• Act on Internet Address Resources (2004)
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- **KIGA (Korea Internet Governance Alliance) (1999)**
  - Discuss on Internet Governance issues at home and abroad freely in multistakeholder.

- **ISOC Korea (2014)**
  - Discuss on Internet Policy, Standards and Security
  - Promote networking with internet communities in Korea and discuss on internet policy in multistakeholder.

- **CPRC (Communications Policy Research Center) (2015)**
  - Research on Internet Governance and train next generations (students) in ICT field
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- KIGA (Korea Internet Governance Alliance)
  - Created fora where many actors can stand and speak on an equal basis
KIGA (Korea Internet Governance Alliance)

- Organization Chart
KIGA (Korea Internet Governance Alliance)

KIGA Homepage

Online Meeting
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Capacity building development of Internet Governance for next generations

<1st year (2015)>
- Development of Curriculum
- Education of Internet Governance
- Developing textbooks

<2nd year (2016)>
- Connection with ICANN, ISOC KOREA
- Developing textbooks (more intensified and broader)

<3rd year (2017)>
- Organize Programs with International organizations (ISOC, IGF, ICANN etc)
Upcoming Event

• KIGF(Korea Internet Governance Forum)

- 4th KIGF (Oct. 30. 2015)
- Co-Hosts : KIGA, KISA
- Supervision : Anyone who wants to attend KIGF
- Program : beginner session, current Internet Governance, Internet address, KIGA’s steering Committee meeting etc

* People who want to present about Internet governance can submit proposals that they will make programs
Way Forward

• Put our best efforts such as expanding issues of scopes in KIGA, holding events to share views about Internet Governance and Increasing interactions among multistakeholders actively

• Hope to make KIGF as an active Internet governance collaborating with Asia-Pacific such as APTLD, APrIGF etc

• Hope to organize programs with international organizations such as ISOC, IGF etc related with internet governance.
Thank you very much!
In case you have any questions,
please contact me to:
psy@kisa.or.kr